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campus briefly
Thursday, Aprill2
10:50 a.m. A caller from the
Business Building reported a
verbal disagreement between a
male and a female. An officer
separated and d ispersed them.
4:47 p.m. A caller from Pogue
Library reported being locked in
the building. An officer unlocked
the door to let three people out of
the building. A message was left
for the building coordinator.
6:07 p.m. A caller from College
Courts was concerned about a
friend, who is also a resident of
College Courts. The friend had
not been seen since Spring Break.
Housing was notified and
unlocked the door to find an
empty room. The residence
director was notified. A report
was taken.
0:24 p.m Murray State Polic~
detained and released four juveniles to parents at Roy Stewart
Stadium. All four juveniles
received citations for the possession of marijuana and other drug
paraphernalia.
0:49p.m A caller from Hart College reported an intoxicated person leaving the area and possibly
driving to Paducah, Ky. Murray
Police Department was notified.
A report was taken.

C1ilin Dunnagan/The News

Cara Meyer, junior from LexinQton, Ky., and William Criner, junior fromNashville, Tenn., prepare food
for the Murray Environmental Student Society Monday afternoon In front of Carr Health. The cookout
was a fudraiser for the organization.

Officials offer cash prize
for survey completion
hi February, 400 Murruy State freshmen and 400 seniors were randomly sent
the National Survey of Student Engagement.
The deadline for responding to the sur·
vey is April 27.
Respondent names will be placed in a
lottery to have a chance to win one cash
prize of $100 or 24 cash prizes of $25.
The drawing of the winners will be
May4.
Recipients should make sure their contact information is correct so the Registrar can contact winners.

Symphonic, concert bands
perform spring concert
The Murray State Symphonic Band and
Concert Band will preform at 8 p.m.
t Thursday in Lovett Auditorium.
• The concert will be conducted by John
• Fannin, Dennis Joh.rjson, Todd Hill, Car-

olyn Kramkowski and Monty Breneman.
The concert will feature a variety of
pieces including jazz and an american
spiritual.
The program is open to the public and
admission is' free.

Students, faculty invited
to health fair Thursday
A health fair will be held from 8 a.m. to
1 p.m. Thursday in the North gym of Carr
Health.
Students, faculty, and their family
members can receive blood sugar, blood
pressure, cholesterol and sleep disorder
screenings.
All the services arc free and participants will be mailed their results as soon
as possible.

Ala ina Zan in. staff writer, compiles Campus Briefly. If you would like to submit
information for Campus Briefly, phone
809-4480.

Friday, April13
1:32 a.m. A caller from White
College reported a dangerously
intoxicated person in the
restroom. Emergency Medical
Services were notified and the
person was transported to the
Murray-Calloway Country Hospital emergency room.
2:30 p.m. Public Safety reported
an unlawful access of :m e·mnll
account w ithout permission of
the owner. A report was taken
for unlawful access to a computer.
10:48 a.m. A caller from Racer
Arena reported an attempted
theft of less than $300 by juve·
niles in the building. A crimin:1l
mischief report was taken.

Saturday, April14
2:30 p.m. A caller from Roy
Stewart Stadium reported three
males tampering with the lock on
the north entrance gate. An officer spoke with an individual and
asked him to leave. An officer
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then secured the gates.
8:05 p.m. A caller from Lovett
Auditorium reported needing
access to the building for a
scheduled event. Public Safety
found no information on the
event. A message was left for the
building coordinator.
8:47 p.m. A caller from the
Sigma Chi house reported the
fraternity would be having guests
at the house and asked to place
an extra patrol in the area. Murray State Po!ice and Murray
Police Department were advised.

Sunday, April IS
8:23 a.m. A fire alarm in the
Industry and Technology Building was activated due to the
flushing of a dty hydrant. Murray Fire Department was notified
as weU as the State Fire Marshall
An officer took a report.
4:02 p .m. The Recreation Office
advised Public Safety to keep
people off the intramural fields
because they were wet. The
lights were turned off to deter
students from using the field.
Central Plant was was advised.
4:05 p.m. A caller from Hester
College reported an elevator
stuck on the eighth floor with no
passengers on it. Central Plant
was advised and closed the elevator for the night.
2:13 p.m. A residence director
from Richmond College reported
a electrical outlet had sparked.
Murray Fire Department and
Central Plant Wl.'re advised. An
officer took a report.

Monday, April16
6:06 p.m. During a security
check in Hart College, an officer
reported furn iture on the third
floor south balcony. The front
desk was informed. The report
was referred to Housing.
7:00p.m. Racer Patrol requested
an officer during a security check
of the Franklin cast parking lot. A
vehicle was observed with a possible stolen decal. An officer took
a report for receiving stolen
property.
9:56 p.m. A caller from the
Blackburn Science Building
reported people on the roof of
the building. Students were
doing a class project with a faculty member. Officer asked the

faculty member to advise Public
Safety of future projects at night.

Tuesday, April17
2:10 p.m. A person walked in to
Public Safety to report a stolen
parking decal. An officer took a
report for theft of less than $300.
4:35 p .m. A manager of
Throughbrewed Cafe in Hart
College called to repor t keys
missing from a cash register. An
officer took a report.
4:55 p.m. A caller from Sparks
Hall reported skateboarders on
the northwest side of the building.
9:15 p.m. An officer issued four
citations to a juvenile for reckless
driving, no driver's license and
two citations for failure to wear a
seatbelt. T he vehicle was
retrieved by parents.
11:31 p.m. A caller from the
North Business Building reported a Murray State e mployee
stuck on elevator. The employee
was released from the elevator
by Facilities Management. An
officer a lso reported a stro ng
smoke o dor and notified the
Murray Fire Department, the
state fire marshal and Cen tral
Plant. A report was take n.

Wednesday, April18
12:14 a.m. A caller from H ar t
College reported a strong smell
of marijuana on the third floor
north balcony. No contact was
made by an officer.
6:45 p .m. A caller from north of
Richmond College reported four
male subjects trick riding on
bicycles on campus. The subject
were advised of the Murray State
bike riding policy.
8:06 p.m. Murray State police
arrested Logan P. Spalding,
junior from Elizabethtown, Ky.,
for having a concealed deadly
weapon in a vehicle. The possession of weapons on school property is prohibited by University
policy. A citation was also issued
for reckless driving.
Motorist assists - 0
Racer escorts -o
Arrests - 1

Alaina Zanin, staff writer, comp iles Police Beat with TTUJterials
Public Safety p rovides. AU dispatched calls are.not listed.
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INAUGURATION

VIRGINIA TECH

Fr,omPagel

From Pagel

institution as a whole," Todd
said. "So he didn't want a big
extravaganza by any means. In
fact, he purposely told me he
wanted to keep it small and low
profile but at the same time, it is
a high profile event. So he wanted to do both Qut he didn't want
to get way out of bounds.''
Board of Regents chairwoman
Marilyn Buchanon said the event
will be a very momentous occasion for the University.
"We're very excited about Dr.
Dunn's leadership," Buchanon
said. "The Board a."i the utmost
confidence in him and we'll support his leadership in the fulfillment of our common vision."
Buchanon, along with vice
chairwoman Beverly ford, will
present Dunn with a medallion.
Buchanon said one side of the
medallion will have the Murray
State shield while the other will
have the date of the inauguration.
Dunn will wear the medallion
at functions where formal attire
is required.
Dunn said he is e.xcitcd about

the event and tried to stay out of
the planning stages.
"I generally don't like those
things where I'm the center of
attention and I debated some
about whether even to have one,"
Dunn said. "However it is one of
those ceremonies in the life of
the University that is important
to do and from that stand point, I
wanted to do it.
"Murray is a lot about tradition
and history and this helps support it, so it's important to do it.
It's also a way for me to
announce where I want the University to go and ~hat I hope
happens.
"The main purpose here is a
ceremony that celebrates the life
and the richness of the Universit}' so I didn't want to be trying to
micromanage the event and
thought a committee would be a
good way to."
See next week's edition of The
News for photo coverage of the
inauguration.
Emily Wuchner can be reached at

emily.wuchner@murraystale.edu.

ty officials would communicate with
students and faculty in a number of
ways, which could include email and
word-of-mouth.
Becky Watts said if students see
something that docs not seem right,
they should report the information to
University staff or the Murray State
Police Department.
According to an all-campus e-mail
sent Monday, students may use emer·
gency call boxes. which will connect
them with the Police Department, to
whom they may report emergencies.
"If you see something that doesn't
seem right, for whatever reason, and it
makes you feel uneasy or it makes you
feel unsafe, report it," Watts said.
"They can always investigate it and if
it's nothing. it's okay, it was nothing.
"The importance of it is to never
talk yourself out of reporting something and just saying 'oh, it's probably
nothing', If it makes you feel uneasy
. or unsafe, report it. Let it be invcsti·
gated and then it can go from there."
Watts said the Murray State Counseling Center will provide counseling
to students experiencing grief or anxiety over the situation.
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The campus-wide e-mail also stated
Public Safety officers would increase
security around residential colleges.
David Wilson. director of Housing,
said there is a possibility that residen·
tial colleges could be locked down,
only allowing access to residents car·
rying a Racercard. He said a decision
has not been made yet.
"Even if we did that, it wouldn't be
done immediately," Wilson said. "We
would have to be sure to remind stu·
dents to carry their cards. Many students don't carry their cards with
them at all times. n
Jennifer Young, assistant director of
school relations for orientation, said
during their weekly meeting, Summer
Orientation leaders were told to read
the campus-wide e-mail.
Young said the first Summer 0 is
this weekend and parents may have
questions about safety at Murray
State.
Young told the students to express
their feelings on campus safety to
concerned parents.
"I think our students feel safe, we
have a safe campus and so we just told
them to just Jet them know how they

feel as a student and their comfort
level,'' Young said.
Though the event happed miles
away, some Murray State students are
doing what they can to support the
students in Virginia.
Jonathan Lemmon, junior from
Columbia, Ky., began a Facebook
group "Prayer Vigil for Virginia
Tech." Lemmon and others held a
vigil for the students after All Campus
Sing on Wednesday.
"l think lt is important because it
could happen at any college in the
United States,'' Lemmon said. "Murray State is a gre'at community and it
kind of reminds me of the community
there. I just think it is important for us
pray for the students who lost ... and
to keep in mind that this could happen
here."
Courtney Byassee, freshman from
Clinton, Ky., said the incident brought
school safety into a new perspective.
"It makes me wonder if it could hap·
pen here," Byassee said. "It makes me
feel more cautious to the fact that it
could happen."
Emily Wuchner can be reached at
emily. wuchner@murraystate.edu.
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Campus shooting calls for more gun control
I n My
Opinion

James
Washburn
James Washburn is
a sophomore
geoscience major
from Swansea, fll.

I have never shot a gun. I didn't grow
up in a family that bunted or owned guns
for protection. Although 1 never was
directly involved with guns, the last 10
years of my life, as a student in the educational system and as an American,
have been defined by devastating school
shootings, starting with the murders at
Columbine, continuing to the killing
spree at Virginia Tech, and the ongoing
endless debate of gun control.
My upbringing. separate from a gun
lifestyle involving hunting or ownership,
allows me the observational opinion of
an outsider on the American gun culture.
On April 16, a gun-wielding assailant,
Cho Seung-Hui, a legal resident from
South Korea, claimed the lives of 33 people, including himself, in his unmerciful
attack on the Virginia Tech campus.
With countless other incidents over
the past 10 years, the system is clearly
not working and needs a major revolution.
Let me start by saying I am not against
rifles, semi-automatic shotguns and
pump shotguns for hunting. It is our constitutional right to own guns if we so
please. The loudest voice in support of
guns is the National Rifle Association,
and its members need to be represented.
From what I understand about hunting, contrary to spraying the field using a
semi-automatic gun, the best feeling in
the world is that one true shot, in which
you are perfectly aligned with your target, fueled by the adrenaline rush of controlling the gun's fatal deed, zooming in
with powerful pure precision. and slaying the beast.
So, can someone explain to me the reasoning for the need to own semi-automatic, automatic, and, in general, all
assault weapons?
Although
these
semi-automatic
weapons may be fun for gun lovers to
shoot, Americans, in general, have
proven incapable of handling the respon-

sibility for these weapons.
I am calling for our Congressmen to
amend the constitution. clarifying our
rights to specific types of guns.
Secondly. harsher. stricter and safer
gun control and regulation is needed
because it is their job to initiate safety
and control for the United States, most
importantly in schools. My whole life I
have been extremely supportive of less
government control. 1 believe we have
the right to our privacy and money.
This being said, I am completely supportive of a national ban on all assault
weapons, and of semi-automatic
weapons outside the control of my proposed public semi-automatic gun registered ranges, run by an agency strictly
monitored and managed by Congress.
I believe that semi-automatics should
be legally bought and stored at these
ranges with customers being able to
shoot targets under the government's
supervision.
· I know people will argue that most
school shootings involve other weapons,
too. but the advantages of using a semiautomatic weapon versus a shotgun in a
killing spree are obvious, and that advantage needs to be equalized.
School networks and campuses can
never be fully protected without prisonlike control and monitoring. This control
would directly limit the overall goal and
purpose of education which is to learn
about the world, building our personal
set of beliefs and expanding our boundaries intellectually.
Schools are supposed to be a safe
haven from the world where we can
learn in safety and in peace of mind.
The problems are not being caused by
disturbed people, but by easily allowing
them to arm themselves with weapons
capable of death and destruction on an
epic level.
There is a much deeper societal problem rooted in anger and despair that

cause people to keep attacking the innocence of schools. No one knows the
answer to these problems and probably
never will. What I do know is that we as
people need to come together against
assault weapons to eradicate the~e
unnecessary burdens on society.
These guns are made to kill, and in the
shadow of the most recent mass murder
at Virginia Tech, that deadly reality is
becoming all that more revealing. anJ is
why these guns need to be removed from
private hands.
Banning private ownership will no
doubt offend and threaten those who
properly own and handle these weapons,
but sacrifices have to be made in order to
reduce the threat of the attacks and for
the .s afety of the general public.
The most influential of all gun lobbyists, the NRA. needs to use its power to
stop the sale of these weapons in the
United States and evolve its stance on
assault firearms but still hold firm on the
rights of Americans in terms of hunting
and sport weapons.
Our leaders on the local level, in the
oval office and in Congress need to pass
and support legislation to fund the task
of eliminating all illegal firearms, institute control of semi-automatic weapons
at ranges and revamp current laws concerning gun control and registration.
These measures can neutralize and
contain the effectiveness of these
increasingly deadly internal terrorist's
attacks and start saving students like you
and me from getting slaughtered.
Americans as a whole have the power
to pressure and persuade the people we
vote into office. Now is the time to uti·
lize our unbelievable potential as united
peoples to be a catalyst for change.
Our goal needs to be focused on stopping these unnecessary sales of assault
weapons in order to secure our homes
and our schools. Nothing short of this
gun revolution will do.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Students should be careful wbeo
using Internet for research
The Internet has added a tremendous amount of noise between the
origin of information and research,
and the publication of information.
Because that noise has taken
over without anyone effectively
explaining how reliable information
is provided to the public, the
public has decided that the Internet
is all there is.
That's a problem because the
very communications democracy
that the Internet provides is both a
benefit and the problem. That is.
anyone can publish there, but not
anyone can necessarily be believed.
The library is not an adversary
here. We don't bate the Internet.
We use it We are trying to
supplement it. Any information that
is reliable has been vetted in some
way.
A group of professionals with
some sort of professional code, we
hope, has evaluated the information
before it's published. It might be an
editorial board in a news agency or
a professional peer group for scholarly research.
Unfortunately, that kind of vettlng usually ends up with a product
that costs money, and therefore, not
free on the net That's what the
library's electronic resources do.
They open up that part of the
Internet, and other venues. where
already evaluated information can
be found.
Terry Streiter's advice to look at
the domain is good. But it falls
short. Academic domains such as
".edu" often include unreliable
information. Non-profit organizations like ".org" always have a bias,
even if it's a good one. Government
sources should be reliable, but they
will be affected by politics.
A university should be the place
where reliability is the goal. and
where learning involves the search
for the original best source of information.

Librarians tend to use Wikipedia,
for example, with all this in mind
and as only one tool that can lead to
more reliable sources.
Should it be banned? Probably
from your works cited page. But not
as a tool that leads to conversation
or to the library's databases.
Linda Bartnik
Reference librarian
Murray

University makes wise dedsloo
by reiDStatlog graduadoo prayer
I am writing in response to the
article in the April 6 issue of The
Murray State News about the reinstatement of prayer at graduation.
As a graduating senior, and a
heavily involved student at Murray
State, I could not be more excited
that this tradition of faith has been
restored to the University's graduation ceremony.
I think our student Regent Scott
Ellison did an excellent job of looking into the issue. I completely
agree with his statement about
prayer being a good introduction to
our graduation ceremonies, as it
provides us the opportunity to
thank God for what he has done for
us and for the University.
Regent Bill Adams was .right; the
majority of people at the graduation
ceremony will appreciate the
prayer. It is only a small minority
that might be dissatisfied. The University and this country cannot try
to appeal to the least common
denominator in every moral situation and expect to accomplish anything.
I disagree with the two professors
quoted in the article as saying they
feel it is inappropriate to have
prayer at graduation because some
people might feel alienated or disrespected.
Professor Meg Brown's concern
for international students is
admirable. I would only say in reply
that my experience with interna·

tional students on this campus has
been that they are extremely open,
and even eager, to learn ab~ut
American religious beliefs. I have
yet to meet an international student
who was offended by any religious
conversation I have ever had with
him or her.
I also disagree with Professor
Janice Morgan and her claim that
this issue violates the separation of
church and state. Did you know that
there is no actual clause in the Constitution specifically stating the doctrine of "separation of church and
state?"
George Washington said "Reason
and experience both forbid us to
expect that national morality can
prevail in the exclusion of religious
principle." Our Founding Fathers
clearly had a moral vision in mind
for this country, and one not absent
from religious faith and expression.
Seeking out constitutional liberty
is not what is driving this issue; it is
simply the discomfort of a few individuals. Unfortunately, the Constitution does not protect our freedom
from discomfort, nor does it provide enough justification to deny
this institution of this long-standing
tradition.
As my graduation date gets closer, I can't help but applaud the
Board of Regents for its decision on
this issue, and I unequivocally say
amen to graduation prayer being
back.
Todd Broker
Senior
Murray

lotemadonal students see prayer
as Important American custom
1 am studying in the TESOL program and this is my first semester.
Today the reason why I am writing this letter is that I want to let
you know about my concern.
I heard that the reason why the
prayer was almost not included in
the graduation ceremony is that

international students could be
offended.
I am so surprised about this statement. I have never perceived this
is!>-ue this way before, especially
from my cultural background.
Japanese are said to be Buddhist.
Yes, it could be true, but going to
the temple does not mean that
Japanese people worship and
believe that religion.
This practice is not religion but
customs. My point is that it's not a
big deal at all.
I assume that international stu·
dents consider America as a Christian country. So, it is natural in your
culture to have a prayer as a part of
a ceremony.
I strongly believe that international students prefer to experience
the ceremony with prayer. Finally,
thank you very much for reading
this letter.
Yumeji Ogido
Graduate student
Okinawa, Japan

BaSs anglers should have been
votes most underrated sport
On reading the special section
Superfecta included in the April 6
issue of The Murray State News, I
was appalled at the inclusion of the
Murray State rifle team as the most
underrated sports team on campus.
I really believe that the Murray
State bass anglers should have been
considered since they are the only
sports team on campus to have
received a national title.
They are the most underrated for
the main reason that no one knows
about them. In the future, please do
more research before coming to
such conclusions.
I realize that the Superfccta is
published just for fun, but we
should still get recognition.
Don Winters
Junior
Crayne, Ky.

\

according
to jim ...
Incident at Virginia Tech
causes nation to reflect ·
It's no secret that the
last several weeks of
my column have been
rather "tongue - in cheek" and have generated the appropriate
feedback.
But this week is not a
good one to create 600
words
of
humor,
because the tragedy
that occurred Monday
morning is something
L--...:.~.;...-..:---....._-.~ that can't be ignored.
Jim
The media is already
Burch
naming it "The Virginia Tech Massacre"
and the death toll makes it the worst mass
shooting in U.S. history.
Just as other events, like the Sept. ll
tragedy have done in the: past, the Vrrginia
Tech shootings have covered the papers
and 24-hour networks since they occurred
five days ago.
Already, everyone is beginning to ask
the golden question: What went wrong
and how could it have been prevented?
The answer to that may never be clear.
Many are outraged by the notion that the
administration failed to close campus and
warn students after the first two deaths
occurred around 7 a.m.
Had such a decision been executed, the
other 30 lives that were taken a few hours
later might still be with us today.
It's beyond eerie and ironic that today
marks the eighth anniversary of the shootings at Columbine High School in Littleton, Colo.
I imagine many politicians will come
out of the woodwork, just as they did with
Columbine, and find the blame for such an
atrocity.
It was movies, television. music, violent
video games. they'll say.
Whether or not those theories are true,
the Virginia Tech ma.o;sacre happened, and
the lives of 32 innocent lives were lost.
Imagine the safety and security those
students felt as they were walking to class
that morning.
It was a nice day, the sun was out, they'd
taken that same path to class hundreds of
times. Nothing went wrong then, why
would it now?
I bet that large classroom was full of
those who might have been texting friends
or daydreaming to make the time go by
while others were diligently taking notes.
Either way. none of them could possibly
have been thinking about the bullets that
would soon be piercing their bodies.
I wonder if any of them even knew
about the first shooting that occurred only
moments earlier. If they had, I'm sure that
classroom would have been much emptier.
So the first half of everyone's question is
mostly answered: How did this happen
and what went wrong?
We are now at a transitional point concerning violence in America. We are taking this time to grieve for the ones we
have lost
But sooner or later, we'll have to ask
ourselves: What are we going to do about
it?
What happened at Virginia Tech was a
tragedy and something that no one should
ever be forced to endure, victims and families alike.
But these are the opportunities we need
to draw inspiration from to find out what
we, as Americans, need to do in order to
stop such a horror from happening again.
The politicians and activists have been
saying the same things for years and we
certainly have the list in our heads.
But we don't need the causes. We need
the solutions.
1don't have the answer and 1don't think
many others do, either.
The answers aren't going to come from
playing the blame game, though, but from
coming together to find a solution.
I understand that we, as a nation. aren't
just ignoring this problem with apathy and
negligence. I'm sure that most of us would
do something if we only knew what was
required of us.
I think that we arc more capable than
most of us think. That if we had some
direction, we could really make a difference concerning this topic.
This week is for remembering and
reflecting on the events that occurred only
days ago.
After that, let's really think about the little things we can do for each other and try
:md focus on the small steps that lead
away from hate and toward humanity.
My heart goes out to those lost during
those horrible moments and the families
who won't be seeing their children come
home for the summer.

I

Jim Burch is the weekly opinion columnist
for The Murray State News. He can be
reached at james.burch@murraystate.edu.
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Emlly Wuchner

leges. Dunn said
the housing revenue decrease
would result in
an
$ 88,200
reduction in the
University's auxiliary budget.
"They decided
that we couldn't
do that and went
ahead and adopted the $500,"
Dwm said.
Marilyn
Seven Regents
Buchanon
voted for the
Board of
increase and two,
Regents
Travis Chairwoman
Vickie
and Jeff Taylor,
voted against it.
Regents Olivia Burr and Scott Elli·
son were not present at the meeting.
Now, Students living in other residential colleges will pay $1,518 for a
double room, while a private room
will cost $2,429. Students living in

News Editor
The Board of Regents approved a
$500 housing hike for students who

plan to live in the new Clark CoUege
during a special meeting April13.
When University officials proposed residential coUege and tuition
rates for the 2007-()8 school year
Feb. 23, they suggested that because
students living in the new Clark
College will be living in a new facility and have new amenities, they
should pay additional money. Officials proposed a $500 increase.
At that time, the Board said the
increase was too much and asked
officials to consider alternatives.
On April 13 University President
Randy Dunn came back to the Board
with an alternative option of a $350
increase. With that increase, however, summer maintenance such as
painting and replacing carpeting
could not be completed in the other

$2,018 for a double room and $3,228
for a private room.
Don Robertson, vice president for
Student Affairs, said officials considered many scenarios to bring the
cost down.
"We did not want to go back and
raise everybody else's rate from the
12.5 percent, and that was one
option, go back and spread it out
even more among everybody else
and make everybody pay the same,"
Robertson said. "I felt like we were
already charging the current students enough, so J didn't want to go
back and spread even more of it."
Board chairwoman Marilyn
Buchanon said she felt the $500
increase was the best solution.
"In order to be able to let that
deferred maintenance to take place,
we would have to cut funding from
some of the other auxiliaries,"
Buchanon said. "We didn't feel that
was the proper thing to do.
"We hate to increase the cost any-

lege is going to be state of the art."
Students began reserving places
in Clark College Aprill6. Dunn said
students may use fmancial aid to
help pay for the increase.
Don Robertson said the new rate
will set the guidelines for residential
college building projects in the
future.
"Whatever we did on this first
one, with Clark, is going to set the
standard for additional colleges,"
Robertson said. "There's going to
have to be a differential. We can't
afford to build if we can't charge
more for the new facility."
At press time more than 180 students had signed up to live in Clark
College.
Housing is still contacting residents and a few students have
switched residential colleges.
Vickie Travis could not be
reached for comment.
Emily Wuchner can be reached at
emily.wuchner@murraystate.edu.

University takes steps to become environmentally friendly
the American University of
Beirut in Lebanon. '
Dunn said he supports
the Talloir es Declaration
because it represents Murray State's dedication to
increased environmental
awareness.
"It's a declaration of
intent
that
campuses
across the world have
taken a look as to basically
indicate their desire to be
as green as possible, to
look at sustainability and
impact in all campus operations," Dunn said. "We
have that intent and want
to do it.
"It's indicating the intent
of a university to keep
making progress in this
area. It's basically saying
that in all the operations
and functions of the University, we'll look at sustainability policies as much
as we can and have that at
the front of our thinking of
what we do and I can sup·

Amanda Crider
Staff writer
Wednesday afternoon
University
President
Randy Dunn signed the
Talloires Declaration, making Murray State the first
Kentucky university to ratify the document that
pushes campuses to be
environmentally minded.
According to the Association of University Leaders
for a Sustainable Future,
the Talloires Declaration is
a 10-point plan to increase
sustainability and environmental education in uni·
versities and colleges.
The Declaration was created in 1990 in Talloires,
France, by 30 university
leaders. Since then, more
than 300 univers1t1es
throughout the world have
signed it, including the
University of Pittsburgh,
the University of Cape
Town in South Africa and

port that."
Joseph Baust, director of
the Center for Environmental Education, said he
is excited Murray State is
the first Kentucky University to sign the Talloires
Declaration.
"Dr. Cheryl Charles in
Santa Fe has been working
with an organization called
Leave No Child Inside,"
Baust said. "She was doing
a presentation in Bowling
Green ... and asked a question, wondering how many
of us knew about the Talloires Declaration. No one
raised their hand. It really
resonated with me and I
did more research when I
came back to Murray."
Erin Black, senior from
Radcliff, Ky., is one of the
students who approached
Dunn with the Talloires
Declaration.
"The director for the
Center for Environmental
Education told me about

this document," Black said.
"It shows the University's

commitment to become an
e nvironmental steward."
Stephanie Galla, junior
from Glen Ellyn, Ill., is
another who brought the
Talloires Declaration to
Dunn.
"We wrote a proposal
and got various groups on
campus to sign it, including
the Honors Program, the
Murray State Environmental
Student
Society,
Wildlife Society, Amnesty
International. the Student
Government Association
and Staff Congress," Galla
said. "It really highlighted
what a university stands
for. a leader for the surrounding community."
Jason Hinson, senior
from Cumberland City,
Tenn., president of Murray
State's Honors Program.
and said the Honors Program chose to sign the
petition circulated by

Black and Galla to show
their support for advances
in environmental education.
"The Honors Program
signed its support to the
TaJloires Declaration last
semester as a signal to the
University community that
we support our members
and their recycling initiative," Hinson said via e.:.
mail. "Both Stephanie Galla
and Erin Black are members of the Honors Pro·
gram.
"After being presented
the work they are doing,
being told the benefits of
the declaration and having
learned that Murray State
University is the ftrst
school in Kentucky to pursue the declaration, the
Honors Program saw every
reason to dedicate our support."
Amanda Crider can be
reached at amanda.crider@
murraystate.edu.
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taste of other
cultures

I
Clayton Vertrees
Contributing writer
"It is a wild, rousing, cheering kind of
evening."
At least that is what Michael Basile,
director of the Institute for International
Studies, said about the International Student Organization's annual Multicultural
Night.
The festivities begin at 6 p.m. today in
the Cur ris Center Ballroom with tastings
of international cuisine. Tickets fo~ the
food tasting are on sale for $4 in Woods
Hall room 165.
Though billed as a tasting of world cuisine, Basile said with 20 countries represented, the sampling can quickly turn into
an international meal.
Following the international cuisine
tasting. the entertainment will move into
the Curris Center Theater at 7:30 p.m. for
a talent show. Admission is free .
WThe event provides a great opportuni·
ty for international students to interact
with the rest of the student body in a
social setting." Basile said.
Basile also recognizes the social sii,'llifi·
cance of the Multicultural Night because
it allows international students to get
reacquainted with their own cultures
through the expression of their traditions
in a public setting.
Rohan Sirsat, president of tht.• South
Asian Council. says one of his favorite
aspects of the night is the opportunity to
know fellow students.
Sirsat said he enjoys the food tasting
and company of the other students, but
feels the talent show is the most exciting
event of the evening.
"The quality of the performers' dress
adds a lot to the experience,'' Sirsat said.
Even though student turnout is typically strong, Basile said that the c.ity of Murray also shows its support.
"A good cross-section of the local community also participates in the event,"
Basile said.
Basile said the event allows everyone to
share their culture.
Clayton Vertrees can be reached at
]ames. vertrees@murr.grJtate.ed~
•
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Calloway Garden/Essex Downs Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 4207 1

753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283
One- and two-bedroom apartments
Central heat and air
Accepting Appllcations
Office Hours 8 a.m . - noon

PARENTS HAVE A
LOT OF RULES.

1 p.m. - 5 p.m.

Well, now that you're old
enough to start making
your own rules, come check
out Jiving at Murray Place.

multicultural niqht
and

Pood Pe$tiual

COME CHECK OUT OUR AMENmESt

We're conveniently located.
Affordable. Popular with the
students. And, since It's your
furniture, we could give a dang
If you put your feet on lt.

• ~riding swlll'lmtng pool

·Washer and diYtr In every unit

April 20th
at the

Curris Center Theater

• Rent includes
· W-et
• Electtlc (cap)
• c.ble with HBO and Clrtemax

•ClUbhouse

Pood S«mplinq

Showtime

• Fitnels center

6 p.m.

7:30p.m.

• FIIUy furnished tPartments

Students (with ID) $3

· ~~rlab

1700 lowes Or.
Murray, KY 42071

270.759.3003

www.MurrayPiace.com

General $7

sponsored by: International Student Organizations
Institute for International Studies
~ ..s:;fY
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VIRGINIA TECH MASSACRE

Officials continue
Survivor recalls campus shooting inspecting grounds
Associated Press
The survivor of a deadly
high school shooting in western Kentucky a decade ago
said the students who survived the massacre at Virginia
Tech should talk about it
Heath High School shoot·
ing victim and Murray STate
alumna Missy Jenkins Smith
said Wednesday there isn't a
day that goes by that she
doesn't think of Michael
Carneal opening fire on a

prayer group in the West Paducah school. Three students
were killed in the shooting on
Dec. I, 1997, and five were
wounded, including Missy
Jenkins, who now uses her
married name. She was left
partially paralyzed and uses a
wheelchair.
The massacre at Vir~ia
Tech Monday was the deadliest campus shooting in U.S.
history. The rampage consisted of two attacks more than
two hours apart and left 33
people dead, including the

gunman.
Smith said she believes the
best thing Virginia Tech students can do is talk about the
shooting and share their feelings with each other.
"It's almost been 10 years
this coming Dec. lst for me,
and I think that this is something that I haven't ever gotten over, and I know it's going
to take a time for them,'' she
said. "The best advice I can
give them is talking to people
and sharing what happened
and not holding it inside."

Smith said she's still talking
about the Heath High School
shooting every day, and it's
like therapy for her.
Now married and expecting
her ftrst child in September,
Smith is a counselor at the
Calloway County Day Treatment Center in Murray and is
working on a master's degree
in social work.
Michael Carneal, now 22, is
serving life in prison without
the chance of parole for 25
years at the Kentucky State
Reformatory in La Grange.

·Kentucky universities .consider campus safety precautions
Associated Press
Universities across the state are
rethinking the way they keep their students informed following the tragedy at
Virginia Tech.
The problems that come with reaching
a diver se audience quickly became all too
clear at Virginia Tech's Blacksburg, Va.,
campus on Monday, when a 23~year-old
student shot 32 people to death, then
committed suicide in the largest mass
murder in the nation's history.
Some Virginia Tech students have criticized the way the university handled the

cnsts, saying the school should have
locked down the campus following an
early-morning shooting at a dormitory
that left two people dead. Instead, the
school waited two hours to put out an email about the incident, about the same
time the gunman entered a crowded class
building and began his second r ampage.
E-mail, while widespread, is not always
available. Televisions, though a staple in
nearly every dorm and classroom, aren't
always turned on.
And a school's Internet home page,
while informative, isn't likely to be a student's first stop for information in case of
emergency.

Northern Kentucky University's
answer to getting the attention of 15,000
students and hundreds of faculty and staff
in an instant may just be a text message
away.
The school is working w ith a Cincinnati phone company on a plan that would
offer cell phone service to all students.
The students could receive a new number
through the service or transfer an existing one.
The number would then be registered
with the university, a move school officials hope will make it easier for students
and staff to be reached instantly when
something needs immediate attention.

April Whitten
Staff writer
After wind gusts knocked
down a tree in the. quad April
ll and left Murray State alumna Roberta Miller unconscious, the University community might be taking a second look at the trees that
cover the campus.
The tree branch that fell on
Miller and Ladonna McCuan,
administrative assistant in the
College of Business and Public Affairs, was about 18 inches
in diameter and between 10-15
feet long.
Wayne Harper, director of
grounds and building services,
called it an act of nature.
"Fifty-mile-an-hour winds
is what happened," Harper
said. "Winds can be bad this
time of year. They create a
powerful force. I have been at
Murray since 1968. and this is
the ftrst time something like
this has ever happened."
Harper, who manages all
grounds work. said he and his
employees work hard to keep
the campus safe.
"We can't control nature,"
Harper said. "However, we

are constantly monitoring
trees, and i.f we recognize any
problems, they are taken
down. Safety is our number
one priority. We constantly
work on trees to try and keep
problems from happening."
Since the incident, Harper
said they are going to continue with ongoing maintenance.
"This is something we do all
the time and we are going to
keep that program going," he
said. "We do work hard and
our main priority is the safety
of students and faculty.
Weather can be so unpredictable. I'm just glad to see
(Miller and McCuan) weren't
severely burt."
Erin Cathcart, junior horticulture major from Nashville,
Ill., said the tree was probably
old and needed to be taken
down.
But Cathcart doesn't seem
worried about being under
and around the trees on campus.
"I don't think it's an often
occurrence that trees fall
down from the wind," she
said. "I think rll be safe."
April Whitten can be
reached at april.whitten@
murraystate.edu.

------------------------------- - -

Morgan accepts full-term faculty Regent position on Board
Ashley Edwards
Assistant News editor
Jay Morgan, associate professor of agriculture, was
reelected to a full term after
running unopposed in the faculty Regent elections this
month.
Morgan said the rules, elections and bylaws committee
declared him winner of the
election when the deadline
for candidate applications
arrived with no interest from
other faculty members.
Morgan said he was happy

to
run
unopposed
because it
demonstrated the
faculty had
confidence
in him as
facu l ty
Regent.
T h i s
semester ,
Morgan
has served
the remain- Jay Morgan
der
of Faculty Regent
Terry Streiter's term. Jan. 15 through

June 30. Streiter, chair of the
department
of
history,
stepped down to assume that
position. Morgan's new term
will begin July 1.
Morgan said serving the
shortened term felt like a probation period until be was
elected to a full term.
"This was always awkward," Morgan said. "I
approached my term as I
would if I was a full-term
Regent"
Morgan said his re-election
will be positive for the Board
of Regents because it will
allow some continuity.

Morgan said he has already
begun work on several projects that be plans to present
at the May 18 Board of
Regents meeting.
One of the projects is called
Stopping of the Tenure Clock.
Morgan said present regulations require faculty to teach
six years before becoming
tenured, but the Stopping of
the Tenure Clock proposal
would give faculty an extra
year in extreme cases like illness or a prolonged maternity
leave. Morgan has also been
working with University
President Randy Dunn and

the Regents to resolve funding issues with the Science
Complex.
Morgan said now that he
will serve a full term on the
Board he will be able to create
stronger relationships with
other Regents.
"Serving the full term will
allow me to see a much clearer view of the Board,'' Morgan
said. "As we go forward I
hope we come to be a Board
of high quality by working
together and moving forward."
Marilyn Buchanon, Board
of Regents chairwoman, said

she also hopes to see the
Board grow together and feels
Morgan wiU be a great addition.
Said Buchanon: "He has
been a tremendous asset to
the Board and he is somebody
I look very forward in continuing to work with."
The faculty Regent, staff
Regent and student Regent
positions arc elected to the
Board. The other eight members are appointed by the
governor.
Ashley Edwards can be
reached at ashleyb.edwards@
murraystate.edu.

506 N.12th St. Suite E
Murray, KY 42071
270.761 .THAI

Thai and Sushi Available All Day
Daily Lunch Special w ith soup, salad, and
dessert bar, starting at $6.49!

:·-------------------------~
10% Discount w / MSU ID :
1
on Sunday Dinner and
1
I
all day Mondav
I
I
I

"Dine In only

exp. 6-31.01"

I
I

·---------------------~--~·
Hours:
Sunday - Thursday: 11 a.m. - 9 p .m .

Friday a nd Saturday 11 a.m . - 9 :30 p.m .

Closed Daily 3 p.m. - 4 p.m.

Attention
Seniors I

IINIOR BRIAKFAII
Thursday, May 3, 2007
8 a.m. in the Curris Center Ballroom

BVIUUT OS. T ACOS oil M OIUI:

At the Murray Hardee'st Restaurant • 505 N. 12th St.
------- - --- ~ -- --~~-~-~--~-- - ----- -- ~----

$1 OFF

s

Any Red Burrito
Combo

$1 OFF

s

Super Nachos and
Small Soft Drink

Seniors and graduate students who are graduating
m May and August 2007 are invited to the breakfast

••••o•cHA••••

Students should RSVP to the Office of Student Affairs no later than Thur~
day, April 26. Faculty and staff may purchase tickets for $5.00 from their
department secretary or the Office of Student Affairs.

For more information contact the office at 809-6831 or e-mail at

studentaffairs@murraystate.edu
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photos by Caitlin Dunnagan!Tile News

Students enjoy a spinning ride at Murray Madness Monday. The event was held in the Hart College lawn. The Student Government Association organizes the event every year.

Association kicks off week
with annual celebration
StaffR~rt,

~•~e(l.

Sometimes they
With the semester winding down. many members
of the Murray State community arc finding they need
a little respite from aU the exam cramming and paper
writing.
Murray Madness, held from 6-9 p.m. Monday in
front of Hart College and sponsored by the Student
Government Association, provides students with a
little fun and revelry to let them forget about classroom stresses for a few hours.
The annual e.vcnt offers face painting, an oxygen
bar, carnival rides, simulated slot machines, character drawing and ~ood. All activities were free for students and faculty.
The theme for this year's event was Mardi Gras,
and SGA provided students with a pig roast and other
Cajun-themed food, catered by Winslow Dining Hall.
SGA President Scott Ellison said the event has
been going on as long as he has been at Murray State
and he thinks it is important for SGT as well as students.
"Murray Madness kick starts our SGA elections
because it is held on the Monday of election week,"
Ellison said. "It's a way for everyone to know that
our elections are starting and it's a way for students
to do something fun at the end of the semester and
forget about school. It was a big success this year and
we were really happy about the turnout."

Jeanie Morgan. SGA coordinator, and Nick Pate, freshman from O'Fallon,
Ill., play slot machines with play money during Murray Madness.

••••••••••••••••••
-~~- ~- ~r• . . tr• ~r• ~r• •
Eat More Pizza •.•
Spend less Dough!!!

Positions now open!
Pick up your application in the SGT Office.
Positions Available:
• Innovative Acts
• Showcasing
• Miss MSW Scholarship
, Pageant
• Lectures
• Homecoming/Murray Madness

• Concerts
• Multicultural Awareness
(2 Positions)
• Publicity (3 positions)
• Production-Sound/Lights
• Non-Tradi-

(From left) Scott Ellison, Qraduate student from St. Charles, Mo.. and Clayton
Clark, senior from Belleville. Ill. play cornhole at Murray Madness Monday•

Enjoy Mr. Gatti's All- You-Can-Eat
Pizza & SpaGatti Buffet 7 Days A Week!!!

2 for$11./1.9

1,'

f ( K i l t l J. ·

--

Enjoy two all-you<an-eat
pizza & spagatti lunch buffets
including drink!

Application deadline is April23 at noon in the SGT Office
Interviews Tuesday, April24 by appointment.

Mn-Fri. 11 am-2pm.I..J.ni1

Survey
Deadline

•

~
~sr

·~good with ac?f
olher ater thru 5-3-07

------------------·
2 for$12.09
EJioyl'MJ~

Jlzza & spagatti 001er and
i1c:l.JdrlJ ctiik!

weekerlj buffets

/VkJn.-Fri. 4.-:»9 p.m.
Diner&~ 11 am-9p.m

P:{gi))
~

-~good v.th artj

other afar thru 5-3-07

804

CHESTNUT
STREET

for

7S3-66S6

Cash Awards

National Survey
of Student Engagement

visit thenews.org
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VIRGINIA TECH MASSACRE

Former soccer coach recounts morning
Tommy Dillard
Sports Editor
It was just a routine Monday morning for Virginia
Tech assistant women's soccer coach Michael Lovett until he heard the news.
If Lovett's name sounds
familiar, it is because the
Murray native spent four
years at Murray State as an
assist:mt coach under former
head coach Mike Minielli
before accepting a job at Virginia Tech for the 2006 season.
Lovett arrived at Cassell
Coliseum, located directly
across the street from West

Ambler
J ohnston
H a l 1 •
where the
first shooting took
place on
the Blacksburg. Va.,
campus
early Monday.
T h e
team's
r o u t i n e Michael
morning
LOvett
schedule VATechAsst
consisted Soccer Coach
of weight training followed
by practice, but practice

never happened on this
morning. When the men's
soccer team came in to Cassell Coliseu m, ending their
practice abruptly, Lovett
knew this would be no ordi·
nary day at Virginia Tech.
"We heard about the ftrSt
shooting around 8:30," Lovett
said. "Our men's soccer team
came in and said that they
had to get off the field
because three people had
been shot and we were like,
'What?' Not that we didn't
believe them, but that's just
not something you hear every
day."
Because of the coliseum's
proximity to the dorm in

which the shooting began, the
police put Cassell on lockdown, conf'ming both soccer
teams to the building until
what was thought was a
domestic matter could be
sorted out.
"For us in particular,
because the first shooting was
across the street, they confined us pretty early, around
9 o'clock," Lovett said." ... We
were in the weight room, so
the guys (team) started doing
their lifting also after they
confined us to Cassell and
they ended up confining us to
our locker room around 10
o'clock or so," Lovett said.
That was when police real-

ized that there was more to
this shooting than what they
had originally assumed.
"We turned the TV on and
watched with the rest of the
nation and the rest of the
world what happened across
our campus," Lovett said.

•••
As news spread about what
had transpired in West
Ambler Johnston and in Norris Hall, Lovett said the mood
on campus Monday ran the
gamut from utter shock to
questioning. "Why us?"
The shooting was the second in the small college town
in less than a year, after an
escaped convict killed a bos-

pita! security guard and a
deputy sheriff, forcing an
evacuation of campus on the
first day of the fall semester
in August.
"Everybody really just
couldn't believe it," Lovett
said. "I mean, this is twice in
less than a calendar year that
something like this has happened on our campus.'" And
really, what's the odds of anything like this ever happening
on a campus? Let alone twice
in one year.
"People were like, 'Not
again, not again, why us?'
That was really the sentiment

seeLOYm,2B

Racer golf
caps off
SID assistant Jody Adams named new head coach historic year
AutumnBoaz

AutumnBoaz

Assistant Sports Editor

Assistant Sports Editor

With the women's bas·
ketbaU team filling the first
few rows of scats, students.
faculty, staff and other
members of the community
piled into the Regional Special Events Center's Mur·
ray Room to welcome the
newest addition to Racer
.Athletics Tuesday after-

noon.
ith cameras encircling
the room, Athletic Director
Allen Ward announced the
hiring of new women's
head basketball coach Jody
Adams. who will fill the gap
left by former head coach
Joi Felton.
After t'clton led the Racers to within two points of
an Ohio Valley Conference
championship last season
and an overall record of 2110, Ward said it was vital
for him and his staff to pick
the right person for the job,
one who could continue the
success Felton enjoyed.
"As I began this search it
was incumbent upon me,
and those that assisted me,
to find somebody that
could b.uild upon the success we've had and could
take this program to a
whole new level - some·
body that's prepared to
prepare our young ladies
here to take us to a whole
new level and compete for
an OVC championship and
a NCAA berth." Ward said
during his introduction of
Adams. "I am confident
that we have found this
person."
Adams comes to Murray
State from Southern Illinois
'University, where she
spent three seasons as an
associate head coach, helping the Salukis post a 21-ll
record last season.
Adams' move to Murray
State is the sixth transfer
and first head coaching
position of her career.
Among the six programs
Adams has been a part of,
she served as an assistant
coach at the University of

Jonathan Burris17he News

Jody Adams was announced as Murray State's new women's basketball head coach In a press conferenceTuesday.
Missouri-Kansas City from
2001-2004 and was named
the 2003 Aflac National
Assistant Coach of the
Year.
Adams is also credited
with having one of the top
five recruiting classes in
the nation as a recruiting
coordinator with the University of Minnesota during the 1999-2000 season.
Adams said her decision
to become a Racer took
some time, out after con·
sidering the head coaching
opportunity, she knew
Murray State was her next
destination.
"I took my time, but I
kept waking up with a
smile on my face," Adams
said. "After coming here
and meeting with this
group of young ladies. that
smile got bigger and the
comfort level grew greater.
Then, the more I talked to
people in the community,
the more comfortable I felt,
and I knew this was the

right place for me to start
my head coaching career as
a Lady Racer."
While Murray State welcomed Adams as a Racer, a
handful of members from
Adams' former
team,
including Southern Illinois
head coach Dana Eikenberg, mingled with the
Murray State crowd to say
goodbye and good luck to
their fellow Saluki.
"She's a great person
overall," said senior Southern Illinois women's basketball player Carlai Moore
after Tuesday's p ress conference. ... ... Thinking of
her. you think of her intensity and her love and passion for the game because
she has a true passion for
the game.
"Playing for someone
like her, you want to play
your best because she's a
person you never want to
let down.''
As for Murray State,
Adams expects her players

The Jody Adams File
• Three seasons as an aaalst.&nt at Southern DUnoiB,
where the Saluk1a went 21-11 last year.

•llamed 2003 .A11ac llatlonal Asalst.&nt Coach of Ule
Year wh11e at llfsaourHtanaaa City.
• Credlted with .having one of the top ftve claases 1n the

nMton aa rect'\1lt1ng ooordtnator && lltnneaot& 1n 2000.
to be dedicated and aggressive, first and foremost.
Despite the team's disadvantages, such as size,
Adams said she felt like an
OVC · championship was
within reach.
"I think we can get it
done, and it's going to start
on the defensive end,"
Adams said. "I'm sure I'll
have questions about
strategies. philosophies and
other things, but we're
going to play some
defense."
Adams' personal career
as a player includes four

Southeastern Conference
Championships with the
Tennessee Volunteers and
an NCAA Championship
(1990.91).

During her four years as
ranked
among the top-10 in career
free-throw percentage, 3pointers attempted and 3pointers made. She was a
two-time All·SEC Academic Team honoree and a
two-time recipient of the
Unsung Heroine Award.
Autumn Boaz can be
reached at autumn.boaz@
murraystate.edu.

a Vol. Adams

One of them is quiet. One of them is a
sure shot. And one of them is the leader,
But together, junior Jerry Price, sophomore Mitchell Moore and senjor Michael
Craft are part of a golf team that has posted one of the most impressive records in
Murray State history.
With their individual traits, each one of
the players has brought something different to the team. helping the Racers build
a chemistry unique to the 2006-07 squad.
~:!'rice; Moore and Craft arl! integr~l
parts of the group, head coach Eddie
Hunt said nobody's role has overshadowed anyone else.
"I think we have a really good team
chemistry," Hunt said. "I think sometimes
that's important. All the kids get along
well
"' don't think we have what I really
consider some player that's really had an
outstanding year this year. I think any
time we play a tournament any one of our
four or five kids could actually finish first
for us."
Saturday, the Racers will compete in
the Ohio Valley Conference Champi·
onship match with the momentum of four
tournament wins already secured in their
regular season record.
In the sport's history, no other Racer
team has ever collected as many wins in a
single season.
"We've played 11 tournaments and
when you win one-third of them, that's
pretty good," Hu nt said. "_ I think with
us winning our last tournament, t.l:iat's has
to be a real benefit for us going into the
OVC." In the Racers' four tournament
wins, Price and Craft each notched second-place individual finishes and Moore
tallied his first first-place finish of his collegiate career.
While Hunt is confident in each of his
players. he is still well aware of the competition the Racers will face at the OVC
championship match.
"Since I've been the coach for six years,
'ovc golf has gotten a lot stronger," Hunt
said. "You use to go into these tournaments and there might be one or two
teams that had stood ou t over the years
and that would be the team to beat. ... But
I think the last few years you go into the
tournament with at least four or five
teams that are capable of winning the
tournament."
The championship match will be held
Saturday through Tuesday in Paducah,
Ky.
Autumn Boaz can be reached at
autumn.boaz@murraystate.edu.

The Sports Line•••
TV Events
Tonight: FSN @ 8 p.m.

Murray State Events

Saturday: FOX @ 2;30 p.m.

Today: M Tennis @ 2 p.m.
OVC Tournament First Round
Murray St ate vs. Samford

Saturday: W Tennis @ 10 a.m.

Stanley Cup Playoffs
Sharks at Predators (Game 5)

MLB Baseball
Cardinals at Cubs

Saturday: FOX @ 7 p.m.

Sunday: ABC @ 2 p.m.

Saturday: Football @ noon

Sat. - Tue.: M Golf

NASCAR
Subway Fresh Fit 500

NBA Playoffs
First-round game

MSU Practice Field
2007 Spring Game

Paducah, Ky.
OVC Championship

OVC Tournament Semifinal
E. 111./SEMO vs. Murray State :

'
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Clarks River
offers local
Team scores 14 runs in win against Freed rec outlet

'Breds get 6th win in 7games

AutumnBoaz
Assistant Sports Editor
For the second time this season,
the baseball team is on a roll.
While the first roll was a losing
one, the team's second roll has been
anything but.
After losing 21 of its first 28
games, the team has improved its
record to 12-22 over the past two
weeks, losing just one of its last
seven games.
"1 think (the improvement) was a
process where we gradually started
playing better and started playing
well enough to expect to win,"
Head Coach Rob McDonald said.
"Baseball's a funny game. Sometimes for no particular reason. guys
start feeling good about themselves. A guy can be in a slump and
get a little cheap bit, and the next
thing you know, he's on a hot
streak. That's just the way baseball
is."

The 'Breds started the recent
winning streak with a victory
against conference rival Eastern
Illinois University, April 6. Since
then the team picked up two wins
against 39th-ranked Memphis, two
wins against Eastern Kentucky and
a win against Freed-Hardeman,
Wednesday afternoon.
Senior Jason Payton led the Racers with two solo home 'runs and
four hits in Wednesday's 14-4 win
against Freed. Senior Seth Hudson
also contributed four hits toward
the 'Breds victory.
After the team added its 12th win
to its record Wednesday afternoon,
Payton said the team finally seemed
to be on the right track after a trying beginning.
"Honestly it just feels wonderful," Payton said. "We've worked
bard everyday, even the stuff we
were good at we worked on to get
better 'llt it. To finally see it paying
off is just really good."
The 'Breds' offense tallied 19 hits,
while freshman Bryan Baldini,
sophomore AnthOny Stacy and
freshman Jake Donze, the team's
pitching staff, held Freed to just
nine hits. Baldini, the team's starting pitcher, recorded five strikeouts.
W ith the 'Breds' efforts divided
equally among the offense and the
defense, McDonald said the distribution of success had to continue in
order for the teain to strengthen its

photos by Paul Hollad01y// IJ,>Nf•W>

Junior Andrew Cella slides back to first base In order to prevent a Murray State out against Freed·Hardeman Wednesday.
win column.
"Consistency is what we strive to
continue to improve," McDonald
said. "If we keep focused and keep
doing the right things. I think we
can continue to improve."
While the 'Breds' overall record
is still weak, the team's Ohio Valley
Conference record is 6-4, putting
them in third place in the OVC.
Jason Payton said last weekend's
wins against Eastern Kentucky (5-S,
OVC) was on~ of the highlights of
the season.
"(The highlight) had to be this
weekend when we took the games
from EKU," Payton said. "lt:didn't
come very easy, but it seemed like
every time we needed that bit or
that play we were making it."
The team looks to continue its
upward climb against Morehead
State in a double-header in Morehead, Ky., Saturday and again at
noon Sunday.
Autumn Boaz can be reached at
autumn.boaz@murraystate.edu.

Senior James Akin waits for the right pitch during an at bat in Wednesday's game.

Not all anglers have the money, time or
resources to make the trek out to the big
lakes to pursue their catch. Luckily you
can still have a blast fishing the nearby
creeks, such as the Clarks River.
There are many access points near
Murray that will put you on some great
water. You can
catch spotted bass,
largemouth.
and
even stocked rainbow trout.
The Clarks River
meanders through
western Kentucky.
The
protected
refuge starts in
Murray,
passes
through
Benton,
and ends in Paducah, where it intersects with the TenSteve
nessee River.
MUler
There is abun- Outdoor columnist
dant wildlife, hiking
trails and many other features to keep an
outdoor fanatic entertained for quite
some time. The best part is it takes little
equipment to reap the fruits of its water.
Mobility is crucial to enjoyable, and
effective fishing. W ith this in mind, pack
light.
I
o
You may have to hike through some
dense trails to find honey holes. A spin~
ning rod and a small tackle bag should do
the job.
Also, if the water is high or cold, you
may want to wear waders, but under nor~
mal conditions they are not crucial
.
After you get your gear ready it is tiJ:ne
to look for good places to fish. The river
has spots where it is an inch deep, to
holes that are over your head.
The best locations are deeper boles or
channel bends that provide the fish good
ambush spots. They will often hide
behind a Jog, rock, or some type of structure and wait for the current to deliver
them a meal such as a bug, crawfis h or
baitfish.
The key areas can hold good schools of
fish. Be sure to fish them thoroughly
before moving to the next good-looking
stretch of water.
Now that you found a good spot, you
need to figure out how to fool the fish.
Natural presentations are often the most
successful while creek fishing.
Live bait such as worms, grubs and
leeches are always a good bet. When it
comes to lures, think natural.
Plastic grubs, crayfish, jigs and small
spinners always come into mind when I
am determining what to throw. Natural
colors such as watermelon, pumpkin' and
brown are my first choices.
If the water clarity is muddy. I would
use something with white or chartreuse.
After you choose a lure, it is important
to offer it to the fish in the most natural
fashion as possible. Always make sure
your bait is moving in the same direction
as the current.
Usc lightweight lures that will slowly
drift in the current and hang on to your
rod when it floats past those ambush
spots. Baits moving quickly upstream do
not look natural to a fish.
The close proximity, natural beauty
and good fish population make the Clarks
River a great place to cast a line. You can
make a quick visit before, after ·and
' between classes if you feel that itch to get
away from the stresses of campus life for
a little bit.
'
It doesn't take a lot of time, money or
fancy equipment to explore the beautiful
landscape. So, if you are seeking an out~
door adventure but you have a class in a
few hours, are strapped for cash or your
boat is in the shop then check out the
Clarks River.
You may feel you are in the mountains
out west until you wake up in class. that
afternoon.

.

Steve Miller is the outdoor columnist at
The Murray State News. E-mail comments
to steven.miller@murraystate.edu. · · · ·
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2007 OYC TElliS TOURNAMENT

Men get Sa•nford first rot1nd Women earn bye,
ovc names ~~~ennis athlete of the week prep for title run
Sanll n.ae,
Staff writer
The men's tennis team
clinched a sixth-place Spot in
the Ohio Valley Conference
Championships
Monday
when they overcame Austin
Peay at the Bennie Purcell
Tennis Courts at home.
Austin Peay came out
swinsiDI u they took an early
lead over the Racers, wiDniDs
all three doubles matches.
was really important for
us to win this match because
we hadn't made the conference yet," Head Coach Mel
Purcell said. "But we came
out really flat by 1oslos all
three of our doubles matches.
And the tunny thing is, thars
been our strong point all
year.•
But losing the doubles point
didn't hinder the team's abili·
ty. The Racers won its first
three siqles matches to take a
3-llead. Yuri Pompeu defeated Gallauer at No. S singles ~
0 imd ~L Chris Horton beat
Solarski in No. 6 singles ~2
and 6-4 and Dymtro Hryhorash got the win over Puertolas in No. 2 singles ~2 and ~
2.
Jeff Lester sec:ured a M~
ray State Win with a three-set
victory at No. 4 singles,
defeatin1 Austin Peay's
Tolosa-Zenklusen. He fin·
istied with a ~3 win 1a the
thirdseL
Fadi Zamjaoui had the final
match of the day and came
t*k against DeBrito to win •
NO. 2 sina1es 3-6. 6-4 and 6-4.
' The four senior members of
the team • Clayton Clark,
Dymtro Hryhoruh, Jeff' Lester
an'd Fadi Zamjaoui - were
honored before the match and
prhented a plaque by Purcell.
Each senior competed in and
wod tllis lut •iD&IM hMDe

"'t

m tc:L
The OVC named Zainjaoui
the men's tennis athlete of the

tive week. Monday.
Purcell said Zamlaoul was
one of a kind.
"You lust can't replace a
guy like Fadi. especially In the
flnt year: PurceU ald. "'You
milbt get lucky and find ICIIDe
player arouad. somewhere. but
it just doesn't happen very
often. Facti is a special player,
you lust don't replace b1m."
Purcell looks at out season
to be a rebuUdJDa year for his"
team and is lookiDg for junior
college recruits.
"My No. 2 guy, Dlma,
turned out to be a really good
player from Vincennes,• he
said. "You just never know
about
Ounior
College)
because those IUYI have been
playing competitively for a
couple of years and are ready.
Not like some of the seoiors
comiDg straight out of high

T__,DIIIIrd
Sports ldltor

There wu much more rid-

iDa on the ltacen' Sunday
match at EMtem Jllinois than
just pride and confidence
going into this weekend's
Ohio Valley Conference
TOW'IWDeilt.
When tta. Racers and Panthers got tclpdler, it ....
about seedJas. With dle tQWo
IWileDt's No. 2 seed and a
tlm-rounct bye up for srabs.
the Racers took care of East·
ern IIUDoia 5·2 and set their
sights oo wiDaiag a conf~
ence title this weekend in
Nashville. Tenn.
Murray State will have Ill
extra day of pracdce Prlclay
before takiDg on either Eastern Illinois or Southeut Missouri in Saturday's second
round. The match will besin
at 10 a.m. at Centennial Sportspin.
Head
Coach
Coonie
KeaslinB said she thinks the
likely rematch with the No. 3
seed Panthers will be benefi·
claltohersquad.
"' think it's an advantage.•
she said. "'t's still fresh on
our minds. that match."
The Panthers have enjoyed
their best season since joining the OVC in 1997, going 73 in conference and 12-8 overalL Eastern Dlinois is •trona
in doubles competition, but
the Racers manapd to win
two out of three to secure the
doubles point Sunday.
If the Racers advance to
Sunday's
championship
match, they . will likely face
in
No. 1 seed Samford
OVC play). Samford handed
Murray State its only confer-

.n

schooL"
Today, the Racers will play
Samford University in the
ftnt round of the OVC Championships. Samford defeated
Murray State in their last
match with a score of ~L Purcell knows the risk Samford
brings but still has faith in his

team.
"Samford's tousb.• he said.
"We played them at the beginniq of the year and they beat
us pretty souadly, but we had
a chance to beat them last
time and just couldn't get it
done. We're both different
teams now ad we have to
really coant oa the doubles
play. But we've aot a few days
to work OD that before we go
to Nashville and that's what's
we're goiQs to do. We're just
going to go for tt aJl.•
T he team travels to
Nashville. Teaa.,"toUz.for tbe
first round of the o\'C Championships. Tbe Rac:en wU1
play the Bulldop of Samford
VIIMntty • 2 ,._
Sarah Tinsley c:cm be
reached at sa rah.tlnsley@
mumaystate.edu.
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Fill ZII$IU ...... fer I bldchiAdln Mondly'sllltch.

clalmed victories over the
Bulldogs, but a Samtord
sweep of the boUom four
aeecls pve them the win.
"'That was our very first .
match (of the confereDc:e season>: Ke•slins uld. "'It wu
outslcle and we bad been.
inside. ADpla (McGahee) at
the No. 4 spot WOil ber ftrat ·
set U .mel It came down to a
second tet tJel;reaker. She

lost It KIf she wJa1 tho8e
two poiDts, we're the No. 1
ieed; we beat Samford.•
A victory SUnday would
pve the Racen the OVC
Championship lor the ftnt
time siDce 200a
Keulins lild .It It dlfllcult
to compare dds ~· team
to her teams in
put
of tbe decade, 'bat tbat this
year's team has the cba'racterlstlc most necessary to. win a
conference championship desire.
"The key thins when it
comes to coafereace time is
not who has the DIGit talent,
but who wants k the most
and I know tt is a drlriaa
force behind the sealQrS to
graduate from Murray and
have that confereoce tide
before they leave.• she said.
-spe•ttna &om 1be players.
they feel they can wiD It aliso
that makes it easy for me.•
With such a stroq pnap
of seniors pla)'fDa in the one.
two and three spots. it is euy
to forpt about tbe sroup of
players ho1dfns down the
bottom of the liDeQp. a Jl'OUP
that ICeasliDs ..,. . . been
just u important te the

die_,

team's success this,_,

BocheDek. OttoMD. McGa-

hee, AdrlaDa Alvarez and
Anne Pennington have spltt
time in the four, five and sb.

Birmingbau). Ala. The Racers
won the doubles point and
Anna and Rachael Lask both
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The sisters of Alpha Omicron Pi sino and dance to the songs on the theme of friendship during their performance.

Students showcase talent::
at 2007 All Campus Sing,
Charlotte Kyle
Staff writer

C1itlin Dunnag:m!The News

The brothers of Phi Kappa Tau sano a Beatles·themed show with songs like 'Yellow Submarine.'

Muppcts, nuns and dancing vegetables. Not the typical contestants for a
singing competition. even in the age of
..American Idol."
The 49th Annual All Campus Sing,
hosted by Sigma Alpha Iota, featured 22
unique groups who put their vocal skills
to the test Wednesday on the steps of
Lovett Auditorium.
Competitors were judged on musicality, crowd appeal. stage presence and
creativity.
Trophies and cash prizes, provided by
Student Mfairs and the Alumni Association, are awarded to the first, second
and third place groups in four divisions:
residential colleges, independents,
sororities and fraternities.
Christen Jones, senior from O'Fallon,
Ill. and co-chair of the event, said she
was thrilled with the success of the
event and the competitive drive of the
groups.
''We couldn't have asked for better
weather," Jones said. "All the groups
were here. We ran ahead of schedule,
which was a big plus. The competition
was really close, I think. I haven't seen
the scores but I'm sure it was close. I
wouldn't have wanted to be a judge."
Hester College
took first place in
the residential college division with
"Jump }ivin'," a
medley of old
tunes featuring
Derek Nance,
sophomore
from Murray.
as the boogiewoogie bugle
boy.
Clark and
Springer-Franklin
took second and third
places, respectively.
Brian Kinnaman, sophomore from Florissant, Mo.,
and director of Clark's
"Chicago, the Musical.'' said
he was proud of the ending
result and is ready to
move on to next year's
competition.
"I'm defmitely going
to be the director of it
again next year,'' Kinnaman said. "We're
already thinking
about themes just
because I'm a
theater person
and that's what I
do. We really
want first place
next year."
The Black
Student Council's performance, "Sister
Act II," won the
love of the

judges and the crowd, taking first place
in the independent division. The Wesl,ey
Foundation's "Veggie Tales" won sec-, •.
ond, while Sock 'n' Buskin's "The Mup;
pet Show" carne in third.
' '
Hillary Harris. sophomore from
Collinsville, Ill., guided Sigma Sigma
Sigma into a first-place spot for the
sorority division with "Workin' It," a
medley of songs devoted to physical
movement. Bright workout costumes
and colored hand weights added to the
performance.
'
"Before the show was an adrenaline
rush," Harris said. "I was so nervous. I
was running up to the girls telling them.
'Don't forget to smile' and 'Make sure to
hit the moves.' We practiced a lot and·lt
paid off, phu; we lost some weight and
toned up."
Alpha Omicron Pi and Alpha Gamma
Delta took second and third places. . . ·
The fraternity division offered a vaiiety of performances, including Alpha
Sigma Phi's ode to "Guitar H~ro" and,
Lambda Chi Alpha's tribute to "Forrest
Gump."
Alpha Phi Alpha took second place,
while Lambda Chi won third. In the end,
Sigma Phi Epsilon claimed first place
with "Superstition," a medley of songs · •
devoted to magic, including the Stevie
Wonder hit.
Ryan Schuler, freshman from
Louisville, Ky., directed the winning per·.
formancc.
"I was in charge of organizing every- :
one, creating choreography, overseeing ,
pyrotechnics and Just being a leader for
everyone," Schuler said. "This last week
we practiced every day. (Tuesday) we
iced until midnight. It all
off."
Don Robert- '
son, vice president
of Student Affairs,
works closely
SAl and
said he was
proud of the
dedication the
girls have to the
nt.
It isn't long
before the sorori-:
ty will begin
'
preparations for :
next year.
"We'll have a
meeting in about a
week to talk about
,
this year's event
and as soon as we ,
get back in the fall •
they're going to start :
planning for the
•
upcoming year," Robert·
son said. "I kind of try to :
work with them on a regular,
basis. I'll meet with them and •
help them line up things, but
they provide the real leadership.
a fun group to work

Charlotte Kyle can be reached 01
charlotte.ky/e@murraystate.edu.

Nathan Chapman, senior
from Oyersburo. Tenn..
and member of Kappa
Sigma, belted out a bal·
lad during their country
westem-themed performance.

Curlin DunnagantThe News

Sloma Sigma Sigma punched out dance moves to win the first-place prize In the sorority division.

April McKeeVThe News
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college life

This Week
.!.Friday
Inauguration
2 p.m., University
President Randy
Dunn, Lovett Auditorium
Multicultural
Night
6 p.m., sponsored
l:)y the International
Student Organization, Curris Center
Ballroom and Theater, $7 general
admission, $3 with
Racercard
Concert
8 p.m., jazz band,
~vett Auditorium,
free admission

•Monday
Concert
8 p.m., orchestra,
Lovett Auditorium,
free admission

•Tuesday
Recital
s·p.m., brass chamber music, Performing Arts Hall,
free admission

,Thursday
hnel dlsc:ussion
7 p.m., immigration

and citizenship.
sponsored by the
College of Humanities and Fine Arts,
Curris Center
Barkley Room

~April27
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Although lacking religion, atheists still have faith;
Jim Burch
Staff writer
Atheists might not believe in
a god or a supreme being, but a
lack of religious definition
doesn't mean they don't have
beliefs.
The American Atheists
describe atheism as "a doctrine
that states nothing exists but
natural phenomena (matter) ,
that thought is a property or
function of matter, and that
death irreversibly . and totally
terminates individual organic
units,"
according
to
atheists.org.
The summary is followed by
a legal definition of atheism
that was given by the U.S.
Supreme Court in 1963, following a ruling that eliminated the
recitation of the Biblical Lord's
Prayer from public classrooms
(Murray v. Curlett).
Atheism is often confused
with agnosticism, which is
defined as the belief that the
human mind cannot know
whether there is a god or
supreme being, according to
Webster's New World College
Dictionary.
Stuart Brasher, junior from
Sardis, Tenn., said most atheists
he's encountered have their
own definitions, and that he
considers his beliefs to be
geared more toward atheism.
"I think agnostics, they
acknowledge there is some kind
of supreme being out there
that's greater than we are, and
atheists don't believe in something greater than human
beings. something that controls
the entire universe or causes us

Paul

~loll.1day/The

News

Thouoh they walk away from reiiC)Ion, many atheists say they don't push the choice on anyone.
to be here," Brasher said.
In an area of the countey dominated by Christianity, atheists
often battle stereotypes that
label atheism as more than simply an absence of religion.
Brasher said he dealt with
persecution and constant questioning by Christian or religious classmates in high schooL
"Everyday it seemed like I
had to fight my way through
lunch," Brasher said. "People
were just battering me with
questions and then I'd always
end up with 'He's going to go to
hell, you're going to burn in
hell."'
Brasher said he attended a
Methodist church when he was
younger and discovered his

beliefs matched atheism around
age 13.
He said Murray State provides a better environment for
his beliefs because he can surround himself with friends who
are tolerant and accepting of
his views, unlike the high
school he attended.
"I think people are a lot more
curious (at Murray State),"
Brasher said. "They ask a lot
more questions instead of just
making assumptions."
Ellen Johnson, president of
American Atheists, said the
organization supports atheists
who feel they don't live in tolerant environments, like Brasher said about Murray State.
"We are here if they need us

by answering any questions
they may have over any issues
in school, the family, work, military, etc.," Johnson said via email. ..We list local atheist
groups by state at our Web
site."
The Kentucky chapter lists
representatives and several
members of the American
Atheists on its Web site, but
nothing relating to atheists on a
college campus. The list does,
however, give several examples
of recent legal suits involving
religion in schools in Kentucky.
Despite facing religious
adversity on the government
level, many atheists at Murray
State acknowledge freedom of
religion as a positive role in

society and encourage religio~
diversity in America.
•'
James Beauvais, junior fro.q.
Paris. Tenn., said he expects t~:
same respect that he gives oth-.;
ers concerning reUgion ancl
personal beliefs.
:·
..A lot of Christians who a~
deeper in their faith will some!"
times claim that atheists ~!
trying to push an atheist agenda·
on this country," Beauvais said.
"That's not my intention. I
don't want to push atheism on
this country. This country was
founded on the freedom of religion and everyone has a right to
worship how they see fit.
"I have absolutely no problem with anyone who is a
Christian or any other religion.
I don't push my atheism on any·
one and I would only ask that
other people don't push their
religion on me."
Jim Burch can be reached at
james.burch@mu"aystate.edu.

"MM~ ~ by Robert Duckett

Movie
7 p.m., 'I Love Ash-

ley Bailey,' spon~ored by the Murfay Independent
Filmmaker Association, Curris Center
Theater, free
admission

WEUBIZ.
ANOTHER YEAR
DOWN.

YUP

BIG PLANS
THIS SUMMER?

NOPE.

ONE YEAR
CLOSER TO
THE GOAL.

THERE'S A ~AL
TO ALL THIS?

opera workshop
8 p.m., Per;forming
Arts Hall, free
admission

Psst... Want to Hear
So~nething New?
Check US Ou-t

Online a-t WKMS.org

G

Weeknights 7 to 9 p.m.
C4{e·
(worldcafe.org)

The World Cafe, with host David Dye, serves up an eclectic
mix of blues, rock, world, folk, and alternative country with
live performances and interviews with celebrated and
emerging artists.

Soul Flight
Fridays 11 p.m. to 2 a.m.
A lively, insightful mix of music, news, views and
interviews reflecting the local and national
African American community.

From Folk and pop to a It-county and indie rock, BTE
covers a full range of the finest alternative music.

The Indie Connection
Sundays at 12 a.m. after
Beyond the Edge
MSU's John Gibson showcases both bands far & wide,
along with "local bands" from the Four Rivers Region.

Midnight Sun.
Sundays at Midnight
MSU's Katie Villanueva & Chad Lampe present radio
for discriminating insomniacs and weary weekend
warriors. Hear legendary stars like Frank Sinatra and
new artists such as Gnarls Barclay and Pink Martini.

(

)
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LaBeouf carries predictable flick
problem is no one wants to believe the
word of a convicted felon.
What originality! Hollywood never
ceases to astound me.
Sarcasm aside, the Alfred Hitchcock
film "Rear Window" plays out nearly the
same. Jimmy Stewart flawlessly plays the
paranoia stricken lead and every scene
seems layered with suspense.
"Disturbia" barely even flirts with
urgency or terror. Sadly, the ending is
nothing short of expected, and each twist
seems like the filmmakers are delaying
the inevitable violent confrontation.
Additionally, the fllm's overall tone
seems too lighthearted to accomplish the
right level of paranoia. Nearly halffocuses on Kale and his attempts to cope with
his household confinement.
Don't get me wrong. These scenes play
out to some hilarious results. But aren't
thrillers supposed to thrill? ''Disturbia" is
like combining Hitchcock with "Pretty in
Pink." The teen angst is everywhere.
Director D. J. Caruso may not have a
knack for nail-biting thrills, but the man
knows how to draw a viewer into the
lives of the characters. The characters in
this film get under your skin. You may
not really care about the suspense, but
you will feel for each different character
because of how realistically they are portrayed.
LeBeouf takes the character of Kale
beyond just a troubled teen who feels
responsible for his father's death. Each of

Review
Staff writer Phillip Dishon writes the
movie reviews.

r

When it comes to suspense films,
everything has been done.
The thriller "Disturbia'' doesn't stray
too far from the aforementioned statement. B\lt unlike many other filins that
rely heavily on the stereotypical and
cliched suspense buildups, "Disturbia''
gives the audience an enjoyable, character-driven story.
It has been a year since high school student Kale (Shia LaBeouf) witnessed his
father die in a car accident. Kale's is sentenced to three months' house arrest for
punching one of his teachers when the
teacher made a remark about his dead
father. As boredom sets in during his sentence, Kale turns his attention to the lives
ofbis neighbors.
During his voyeuristic escapades, Kale
meets Ashley (Sarah Roemer), the
newest member of the suburban community. Kale and Ashley continue spying on
the oblivious locals when they start to
notice strange things happening in the
house of Mr. Turner (David Morse), the
neighborhood's most secretive member.
When Kale and Ashley's stakeouts fmd
evidence linking Mr. Turner to a d isappearance, the two work to expose their
elusive next-door neighbor. The only

courtesy of allmoviephoto.com

I

Shla labeouf plays Kale, a teenager who spies on his ominous neighbor
while on house arrest in the new movie 'Disturbia.'

..

his scenes are portrayed perfectly. When
LeBeouf is being funny, you'll laugh.
When be cries, you'll weep. And when
you walk away from the theater, you'll
probably want to see a lot more of him.
Roemer's performance as Ashley will
also hold the attention of viewers. She
carries herself well on camera and unexpectedly defies the stereotype of the
thriller scream-queen. Instead, she creates a sympathetic, likeable character
that is more than a pretty face.
"Disturbia" can't honestly be called a
good fUm. Nor can it be considered orig·
inaL Still, for a movie missing so much,
the characters alone save it from beins
lambasted.
Watch "Disturbia" if you get the
chance. The actors' realistic portrayal of
likeable characters make it worth at least
one watch. Just don't expect thrills or
new ideas.

Zero frames: Save your cash
One frame: Catch it on TV if you're bored •
Two frames: Rent it
Three frames: Head to the box office
Four frames: Hello, Criterion Collection _

Student anticipates premiere of his first independent movie..
Becky Pasldevich
Staff write r
•,
-; One man did it all.
Eric Hovis, junior from
Madisonville, Ky.. wrote,
directed and tllrned a feature
film on Murray State's campus.
The film , "I Love Ashley
Bailey," te lls the story of a
group of college studems tryihg to make sense of life.
i The main character, Matt
(Matt Hamby, former studt.mt
from O'Fallon, Ill.), is deter~ined to pil his filmmaking
sl<ills against his stuck-up
girlfrie nd's, Jessica (Emily
D'Angelo, sopho mo re fro m
Murray).
, Jeff (Matthew ·~1arkgraf,

junior from Mundelein, nt.) is
a shy guy who becomes
enamored with the visiting
Ashley Bailey (Casey Northcutt, sophomore from Benton,
Ky. ), the daughter of a famous
filmmaker. Ashley's assistant
Paul (Drew McNally, graduate student from Cadiz, Ky.)
is determine d to stop Jeff
from acting on his romantic
fantas ies.
Hovis said he has wanted to
be involved in filmmaking
since he saw the "Stars Wars"
trilogy in fourth grade.
Soon after, he started writing his own sci-fi series and
making short films using his
mother and brother as actors.
He has produced at least 10
short films throughout the
years, but "I LOve Ashley-Bai-

ley" is his first feature film.
"('1 Love Ashley Ba iley') is
based on my freshman year at
Murray State and my perceptions of Murray State and college life at the time," he said.
"It's (about) kids being lame
and trying to be cool and not
succeeding."
Last summer, Hovis had
several actor s in mind, mainly
Murray State theater majors,
and sent them screenplays.
Now, two semesters of
filming are ending, and Hovis
is making the final touches.
The most difficult part of
the process was scheduling
scenes, he said, because all
the actors involved we re volunteers with busy schedules.
"1 was lucky to have so
many-talented people willing

to work for free," Hovis said.
With a restricted budget, a
movie about college students
turned out to be convenient.
"We didn't have the money
to buy costumes or reserve
locations," he said. "... I'm
really proud of it. It is different from what I expected and
in more ways it's better."
Emily D'Angelo is one of
few non-theater-major cast
members in "1 Love Ashley
Bailey."
A veterinary major, this is
D'Angelo's first film performance.
She became involved by
chance after Hovis talked
with her at Cheri Theater
where she worked. She plays
Jessica, the self-centered girlfriend.

"She's polar opposite of me,
but it's been fun playing her,"
D'Angelo said. "Throughout
the ftlm she grows to understand friendship is very
important to her, and her
boyfriend Matt is someone
she needs in her life."
McNally is the the president of the Murray Independent Filmmakers Association.
He plays Paul, who he said
is, essentially, a cocky jerk.
"The characters seem
cliched at f1rst but as it goes
on they become more realistic," he said. "(My character)
Paul tries to project this
image of being rich and
famous, but in reality be's
probably not."
McNally said "Ashley Bailey" was- the best of many ~

Becky Paskievich can be
reached at rebecca.paskievich
@murraystatitedzi.

films he has seen Murr ay
State students make.
"I would encourage people
to come because it's a featur~
length movie about students
just like them," he said. "It's
about the reality of college,
and relationships and friendships in college. It's very realistic."
There will be a sneak preview 7 p.m. Saturday in the
Curtis Center Theater.
The premiere showings
will be at 7 p.m. April 27 and
28 in the Curris Center theater. Admission is free.
A movie trailer and clips
from the ftlm can be viewed
at murrayfilins.net.
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This Week in Entertainment
• Songs

• DVDs

• Books

• Web site

1. Disturbia

L Give It To Me

I. Happy Feet

2. Are We Done Yet?

L I Heard That Song Before
Mary Higgins Clark
2. Nineteen Minutes

DisturbIa.com

Timbaland featuring Nelly
Furtado, Justin T imberlake

• Box Office

Various Artists
j:LetitGo
tfim McGraw
3: Dignity
iJHary Duff
~Waking Up Laughing
Martina McBriJ e
Tlmbaland Presents Shock

i'

2. Don't Matter

3. Blades of Glory

3. The Sweet Escape

Gwen Stefani featuring
Akon

S. Meet The Robiosons

4. Glamorous

· falue
'f:imbaland
.#

2. The Good Shepherd
3. Casino Royale

Akon

4. Perfect Stranger

This is the official site for:
the movie, "Disturbia," star-:
ring Shia LaBouf. Fans can:
Jodi Picoult
3. Kingdom Come
download wallpaper, buddy
Tim LaHaye and Jerry B.
icons and screensavers•
after they view the Web
Jenkins
4. Obsession
site's gallery of film stills.'
Jonathan Kellerman
Browsers can also use their
S. Wblte Night
zip codes to connect to;
Jim Butcher
satellite images of their '
own neighborhoods - in
case they want to check up
Source: Nytimes.com on their own neighbors.

4. Pursuit of Happyness

s. Blood Diamond

Fergie featuring Ludacris
S. This Is Why I'm Hot

,.

.~

Mims

:;1

~.

tj

Source: Billboard.com

Source: Cheri Theatres

MURRAY
C LASSIFIEDS

{ARGEST RESALE clothing store in the
,Mid.South. Men, Women & Chil~ren...Save up to ,0%. All clean, organized by 'ize, Vintage to curr(!J'It fu~h·
Jnns. The Answer 321 M.tin Street Benton, KY, 270-')27-1078 Open b day~
'0-5.
•
Ifravel with STS to this year's top 10
~pring Break destinations! Best drals
guaranteed! Highest rep c.ommissions.
:c all 1-800-648-4849 or visit
~t(i!llel.<:om. Gtt.oal group dlsrounts.

Ne~ York Stock Exchange company
)eekmg teac.hel'l> and stuik>nts to lill
Qle& & m.magt•ment positions. Part·
)ime (10-20 hrs a weeld ur Full-lime
~nd we will work around schedule...
Serious Inquiries only. Plrase call Mr.
Michael Henson at 270.703-2970.

..

1 fl'male and 1 M<~le AKC Regbtered
l:nglish Rulldug Pups 8 weeks. Come
'Iiiith vet record, Ist set of shots,
~rmed. Pup also com~ with 100%
~alth. For more information, you can
~entad me via this t<m<~il below: Email:
. t2000.jimmyttgmail.com. Addre~s
low: 350 North Orleans Street
)y, Chicago, II. 60654

..·.~

To play: Complete the grid so that every
row, column and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9. There is no guessing
or math involved, just use logic to solve.

SUDOKU
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5
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Source: Bestbuy.com

Source: Billboard.com
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PER WORD!

Ads may be submitted in
Wilson H.1ll mom I II, mailed
_to Classilieds, c/o The M urr.Jy
• State Nt!ws, 2609 University
;:station, Murray, KY 4207 1,

:;
or c-mailed to
:; thenew!>®murraystate.edu
'•

For more inforrmuion

...~: call 809-4478.
thenews.org
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Create and solve roar
Sodoku PUZZles for FREE.

PRiiiSUiiOKiho~

Tt1e Sudoku Source ot "The

I

.
•

YOU'VE HAD AS 1HENEWS !
•
EIC. EUZABETHI YOU HAVE :
•
TAKEN THIS PUBUCAllON :
•
TO NEW HEIGHTS AND I :
COUlD NOT BE ANY :
PROUDER OF ALL YOUR :
ACCOMPUSHMENTS.
•

.
.
.

I LOVE YOU.:

•

•
-CHRISTOPHER ;
.....•••••..• ...••.......••.•..•••••. ..••...•..••.•..•••...••...•.•••

